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The Online Writing Lab (OWL) at Purdue University houses writing resources and instructional material, and
we provide these as a free service of the Writing Lab at Purdue.
Purdue OWL // Purdue Writing Lab
Introduction. Research on dialogue is concerned with the study of how communication takes place through
language in conversation. This involves, among other things, investigating what makes a dialogue coherent;
how dialogue participants coordinate to take turns in speaking and to achieve mutual understanding; and how
knowledge about how dialogue works can be used to design artificial agents ...
Dialogue - Linguistics - Oxford Bibliographies
Citation Machineâ„¢ helps students and professionals properly credit the information that they use. Cite
sources in APA, MLA, Chicago, Turabian, and Harvard for free.
Citation Machine: Format & Generate Citations â€“ APA, MLA
Full-text journal articles, book reviews, and collections of essays across all fields of religion and theology
including Biblical studies, world religions, church history, and religious perspectives on social issues from
1949 to the present
Databases - Religion & Philosophy Research Guide
Introduction. The global illegal drug trade is massive in scope with sweeping consequences for the developed
and developing world. With an estimated annual value of between $300 billion and $400 billion, international
drug trafficking dwarfs the value of many staple legal commodities in the global economy.
International Drug Trafficking - Oxford Bibliographies
Brother-Making in Late Antiquity and Byzantium Claudia Rapp. Publisher: Oxford University Press. Published
in print: 2016. Published online: January 2016
Browse - Oxford Scholarship
The Sources page at www.WEBDuBois.org offers links and source material written by and pertaining to
William Edward Burghardt Du Bois, the African American activist, writer, and scholar. The research is
conducted by Dr. Robert Williams.
Primary Sources :: W E B DuBois . org
Creationism is the religious belief that the universe and life originated "from specific acts of divine creation",
as opposed to through natural processes, such as evolution.. Creationism covers a spectrum of views
including evolutionary creationism, [citation needed] but the term is commonly used for literal creationists who
reject various aspects of science, and instead promote ...
Creationism - Wikipedia
If youâ€™re connecting from home, work, or school, you will need a valid library card and PIN.Resources
marked with are only available in Library agencies.
Research Databases - Aâ€“Z List
Hebrew Old Testament. Links updated May 2010. Texts Online. bibelwissenschaft.de.Website of the German
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Bible Society. Full text of the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia.; The Online Parallel Bible Project.
Web Directory: Hebrew Old Testament - Bible Research by
ARTstor. ARTstor Includes more than 1.5 million images covering art, architecture and archeology. ARTstor's
software tools support viewing and analyzing images through features such as zooming and panning, saving
groups of images online for personal or shared uses, and creating and delivering presentations both online
and offline.
Articles and Databases | PCC Library
In addition to our online resources, there are many research tools available in the library's reading room.
On-site users can access digitized primary source documents from the New-York Historical Society in
Gateway to North America: The People Places, & Organizations of 19th Century New York and digitized
Revolutionary War Orderly Books.
New-York Historical Society | Research >
User Account Tutorial Premier source for peer-reviewed, full-text articles from the world's leading journals
and reference sources. With extensive coverage of the physical sciences, technology, medicine, social
sciences, the arts, theology, literature and other subjects, Academic OneFile is both authoritative and
comprehensive.
Databases | Cal Lutheran
Center for History and New Media: Reference Desk The Center for History and New Media produces
historical works in new media, tests their effectiveness in the classroom, and reflects critically on the success
of new media in historical practice.
Research â€“ Best of History Web Sites
Proto-Samaritan Texts and the Samaritan Pentateuch* Emanuel Tov The biblical text circulated in antiquity in
different forms, many of which are now known to us,
Proto-Samaritan Texts Samaritan Pentateuch - Emanuel Tov
German map showing the Hittite Empire, c. 1300 BC (shown in blue) Capital: Hattusa: Common languages:
Hittite, Luwian, Akkadian, Hattic: Government: Absolute monarchy(Old Kingdom) Constitutional monarchy
(Middle and New Kingdom): King
Hittites - Wikipedia
A Note on Terminology â€¦ Advocates of free translation have invented several terms to refer to their
approach. The term dynamic equivalence was coined by Eugene Nida in an attempt to avoid the negative
connotations of the word paraphrase.Later, Nida used the term functional equivalence to avoid the negative
connotations which quickly became attached to dynamic equivalence.
Web Directory: English Bible Versions - Bible Research by
An alphabetical list of Preferred Databases and Recommended Websites. American Song. American Song is
a history database that allows people to hear and feel the music from America's past.The database includes
songs by and about American Indians, miners, immigrants, slaves, children, pioneers, and cowboys.
Databases and Resources | Houston Public Library
Did you know that, during the last five decades, Ronald Paulson has written more than sixty publications on
William Hogarth?That a dozen papers on Hogarth and the London theatre are from the pen of Mary Klinger
Lindberg?That Peter Wagner's Reading Iconotexts: From Swift to the French Revolution (1995) contains a
modern intertextual, poststructuralist view of William Hogarth and his art?
The Complete Site for Research on William Hogarth (1697-1764)
Scoop.it enables professionals and businesses to research and publish content through its content curation
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tool.
Scoop.it - Content Curation Tool | Scoop.it
Yes, it's true that this isn't structured as a traditional FAQ, but it's intended to serve the same purpose.
Introduction to Copyediting-L. IMPORTANT: In April 2012, Copyediting-L (CE-L) and Copyediting-Off-list-L
(CEL-O) were migrated from Indiana University's Listserv server to a new Sympa server.
Copyediting-L
Rechtlicher HINWEIS: Wir weisen darauf hin, daÃŸ wir keinerlei EinfluÃŸ auf die Gestaltung und die Inhalte
der angebotenen Links haben. Deshalb distanzieren wir uns ausdrÃ¼cklich von sÃ¤mtlichen ungesetzlichen
und unbiblischen Inhalten aller gelinkten Seiten inklusiv aller Unterseiten.
1,25 MB - theologische Links - christliche Links - Theologie
Why Two in One Flesh? The Western Case for Monogamy over Polygamy John Witte, Jr. âˆ— Robert W.
Woodruff Professor of Law; Alonzo L. McDonald Distinguished Professor; Director of the Center for the Study
of Law and Religion, Emory University. This Article is drawn in large part from John Witte, Jr., The Western
Case for Monogamy over Polygamy (2015) and is used here with the permission of the ...
Why Two in One Flesh? The Western Case for Monogamy over
These are some of the many databases available to you as a member of Middletown Thrall Library: Artemis
(now Gale Literary Sources) Searches the following databases (described below): Literature Criticism Online,
Literature for Students, Literature Resource Center, and Something about the Author.
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